
Forgeline is always working to invent new innovative finish options, some of which require extra time 
and cost. These finish options require an extra cost premium, but deliver a truly unique appearance. 

Forgeline’s new “Transparent Smoke” finish is a unique combination of the brushed and machined 
surface finishes combined with a translucent smoked powder coat. The result is a very modern 
appearance with a dynamic sheen that varies according to changing lighting conditions. It offers cool 
industrial sophistication with an occasional radiant glimmer at the same time, as light bounces from the 
machined aluminum beneath the powder coat.

Transparent Smoke Center with 
Gloss Black Inner and Outer

Transparent Copper

Transparent Copper Center 
with Transparent Smoke Outer 
and Inner
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Forgeline’s new “Transparent Copper” finish is a unique combination of the brushed and machined 
surface finishes combined with a translucent copper powder coat. The result is a very unique bright 
finish that looks very similar to real copper.

Transparent Smoke



Forgeline’s new “Transparent Red” finish is a unique combination of the brushed and machined surface 
finishes combined with a translucent red powder coat. This unique finish provides an appearance very 
similar to anodizing, but with the benefits of a much more durable powder coat!

Transparent Red
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Transparent Blue

Forgeline’s new “Transparent Blue” finish is a unique combination of the brushed and machined 
surface finishes combined with a translucent blue powder coat. This unique finish provides an 
appearance very similar to anodizing, but with the benefits of a much more durable powder coat!



Forgeline’s new “Tinted Gold Transparent” finish is a unique combination of the brushed and machined 
surface finishes combined with a translucent tinted gold powder coat. This unique finish provides an 
appearance very similar to anodizing, but with the benefits of a much more durable powder coat!

Matte Tinted GoldMatte Transparent Red
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Tinted Gold Transparent
Matte Bronze with 
Tinted Gold Outer

Forgeline’s “Matte Transparent” finish options combine brushed and machined surface finishes with a 
matte translucent powder coat. This result is a very unique animated finish with a textured non-glossy 
surface that appears vibrant and dry. (Note: This textured matte surface requires regular cleaning and 
should not be considered “low maintenance”.)

Matte Tinted Clear



Brushed Center with durable high gloss clear powder coat.

Fully Polished

Polished and Brushed
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Brushed Center with High 
Gloss Clear

Fully Polished to a mirrored finish.

Polished and Brushed finish is a beautiful two-tone 
finish comprised of three separate steps. First, the 
wheel is fully polished. Then, the outer face of the 
wheel is brushed to knock off some of the sheen and 
create a clean and sophisticated industrial look. Last, 
the entire wheel is covered with a protective clear 
powder coat. The final result is a durable finish that 
looks brushed on the face while retaining the full 
shiny polish on every other surface.

Brushed Center with Low 
Gloss Clear

Fully Polished



A beautiful addition to any Forgeline wheels, the Diamond Cut option adds dimension and style. The 
center is actually machined, powder coated the base color, placed back in the CNC machine to re-cut 
the chamfer, and then a clear coat is placed over the entire center for protection. Facets and lines are 
left in the machining, which reflects the light brilliantly.

HTM / Gloss Black

Diamond Cut
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HTM - High Tech Machined Finish. The center is first either powder coated or brushed and then placed 
back into the CNC lathe to machine the face with an actual diamond-tipped tool, leaving a brilliant high-
tech machined look. The center is then clear powder coated for long lasting protection. 

HTM / Gold Finish

HTM / Brushed HTM / Brushed



Forgeline’s optional Machined & Brushed finish is available for all one piece forged monoblock wheels 
to create a unique two-tone appearance. This incredible multi-step process starts with the traditional 
surface prep and powder coat (in your choice of color), but then the work continues with three 
additional steps. After the initial powder coat is cured, the wheel goes through an additional machining 
process to remove a very thin layer of material from the frontal surface of the wheel face. This surface 
is then hand-brushed, by Forgeline’s in-house team of skilled craftsmen, to remove any imperfections. 
Then the entire wheel goes back to the powder coat booth for a final protective clear coat.

The result is a two-tone effect in which the original powder coat color remains, on the secondary 
surfaces, while a contrasting Brushed finish stands out, only on the primary surface. 

This finish is extremely resource-intensive to produce, but the results are outstanding. It looks good on 
any of the one piece forged monoblock models, but it is an especially good option on wheel designs 
that have multiple forward-facing surfaces.

Tinted Gold Transparent with 
Machined & Brushed 

Black Chrome PVD

Transparent Smoke with 
Machined & Brushed
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Black Chrome PVD

Forgeline’s new “Black Chrome PVD” finish is a unique combination that starts with a polished surface 
finish and then gets combined with a Black PVD (physical vapor deposition) coating. This unique finish 
provides an appearance very similar to black chrome, but with the benefits of a much more durable pvd 
coating (which is less susceptible to corrosion and chipping than real chrome)!



Custom White/Black CenterCustom Snakeskin Green Center
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Custom Orange with Gloss Black Rim
Transparent Blue Center with 
Chrome Outer

Custom Center Color. Forgeline can paint or powder coat your centers in virtually any color.

Custom Black and Yellow
Custom Gold Center with 
Matte Black Outer


